An adaptive imaging method for ultrasound coherent plane-wave compounding based on the subarray zero-cross factor.
Coherent plane-wave compounding (CPWC) has the ability to generate high quality image using the backscattered signals from plane wave emitting at different steer angles. To improve the image quality of CPWC, adaptive weighting techniques have been introduced in the compounding procedure. This paper proposes subarray zeros-cross factor (SZF) for CPWC, and it is used as an adaptive weighting factor to improve image quality. The SZF is calculated based on polarity of plane-wave imaging results with adjacent steering angle to estimate the coherence of plane wave emitting events. It is effective to suppress noise and maintain background speckle pattern. Simulations and experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. Results demonstrate that the SZF can achieve better performance on contrast ratio (CR) and resolution than traditional CPWC. For simulated cysts, a maximal CR improvement of 125.4% is achieved. For experimental cysts, the maximal CR improvement is 197.9%. Compared with coherence factor (CF) and generalized coherence factor (GCF), SZF can obtain improvements in contrast-to-noise ratio and speckle signal-to-noise ratio at near field and increase CR at far field. In addition, when subarray length L is in the range of [10,12], SZF can obtain satisfying comprehensive performance.